
WRITE AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

Many factors affect the write amplification of an SSD. The table below lists the primary factors and how they affect the.

Unfortunately, the process to evenly distribute writes requires data previously written and not changing cold
data to be moved, so that data which are changing more frequently hot data can be written into those blocks. If
the OS determines that file is to be replaced or deleted, the entire block can be marked as invalid, and there is
no need to read parts of it to garbage collect and rewrite into another block. If the SSD has a high write
amplification, the controller will be required to write that many more times to the flash memory. If it is not,
then the content of the page has to be deleted. An SSD with a low write amplification will not need to write as
much data and can therefore be finished writing sooner than a drive with a high write amplification. However,
this is not the case as when deleting data and writing new data on an SSD, it requires the data and metadata to
be written multiple times. Some programs will indicate exactly how much data the SSD has written, while
others will reveal only the average data per second over a given period. Although you can manually recreate
this condition with a secure erase, the cost is an additional write cycle, which defeats the purpose. The
maximum speed will depend upon the number of parallel flash channels connected to the SSD controller, the
efficiency of the firmware, and the speed of the flash memory in writing to a page. Please update this article to
reflect recent events or newly available information. When a program error occurs, the entire block of pages
need to be remapped to a new block and this results in significant write amplification. In this scenario, the data
requested by the host to write is Bytes only but the actual amount of data written to the flash is 8KB, thus, the
Write Amplification Factor WAF is  Also, full Derives will experience a higher WAF compared to
partially-full drrives. Some programs do not accurately display the true meaning of an attribute simply because
the attribute itself contains no description. Doing the math When you find candidates that might be a match
you might have multiple attributes , secure erase the drive again, this time writing randomly with 4K transfers.
The reason is as the data is written, the entire block is filled sequentially with data related to the same file.
Another cause of write amplification is defect management. To write new data on a page, it must be physically
totally empty. I agree to my information being processed by TechTarget and its Partners to contact me via
phone, email, or other means regarding information relevant to my professional interests. IOMeter provides
multiple entropy types, but only IOMeter permits user selectable entropy for simulating real-world data
environments. What can a designer do to mitigate these issues? This is bad because the flash memory in the
SSD supports only a limited number of writes before it can no longer be read. This requires the internal
movement of saved user data in background operations That is why the old data in nand frees up adjacent
pages of data that are eligible to be erased and available for new data written by the host computer. As shown
in the earlier example, writing small chunks of data can result in large WAF; therefore, it is recommended that
the host system avoid doing frequent small block writes. While all manufacturers use many of these attributes
in the same or a similar way, there is no standard definition for each attribute, so the meaning of any attribute
can vary from one manufacturer to another. Once you understand how WA works and how to measure it, you
will be better armed to defend yourself against this beastly cause of degraded SSD performance. However â€”
and this comes at a major risk â€” once TRIM is active and the storage space is overwritten there is not a
chance to recover the original data once saved there. In other words, data cannot be overwritten directly as it is
in a hard disk drive. Once the blocks are all written once, garbage collection will begin and the performance
will be gated by the speed and efficiency of that process. WAF is short for Write amplification factor Posted
on September 13, This article refer to Micron Write Amplification Write amplification WA is an SSD
phenomenon that happens when the actual amount of written physical data is more than the amount of logical
data that is written by host computer. We call this undesirable effect write amplification WA. This produces
another write to the flash for each valid page, causing write amplification. With an SSD without integrated
encryption, this command will put the drive back to its original out-of-box state.


